Occurrence and Serious Crime Investigation Database
Digital Evidence International Inc. (DEI) has developed more than just a Records Management Systems (RMS), we have developed an
Infrastructure Management System (IMS) that seamlessly connects investigations and personnel management into a fully integrated
intelligence led policing RMS called the Occurrence and Serious Crime Investigation Database (OSCID). With the development of
OSCID, we didn’t just talk about intelligence led policing, we implemented it.
Unlike any other RMS available today, the OSCID provides a work flow and interface that mirrors the
progression of an investigation from occurrence to conclusion or
prosecution. With its extensive list of elements (generally referred to
by other products as ‘entities’), the investigator is able to link those
important components of an investigation directly to the source of
the information such as the investigators notes or a source debriefing
report. Those links are then available to be viewed, expanded, printed
and disclosed through the integrated Link Analysis module.
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Case Files are listed logically, just like opening a filing cabinet, but
with all the benefits of a full text index and sorting capabilities.
Opening a case file is like opening a manila file folder that stores
all the investigative content except that the content is logically
organized and easily accessible. All data entered from within
a case file is automatically linked to the case. Investigators have
the option of expanding the intelligence gathered during an
investigation by easily linking existing elements or creating and
linking new elements. Since the OSCID is tablet compliant, all case
information is readily accessible to the entire investigative team
whether on the road on in the office.

To assist the management team with quickly understanding the overview of case and
task assignments visual displays are easily and instantly available for review giving the
management team a quick snapshot of the entire work load.
With the pending requirement for police to more fully disclose source debriefs, the OSCID
is well positioned to easily include these documents in the disclosure package. Source
assessments, source debriefs, payments to sources and the control over viewing source
information is all controlled with granular permissions already
built directly inside the OSCID.
The OSCID is also on the verge of
being UCR2 compliant recording all
required fields for statistical reporting as well
as the linkages between charged / suspect
chargeable and victims of violent crime.
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Easy to navigate and intuitive
Logically organized work flow
Integrated property/exhibit management including movement history and attached photos
Tablet compliant for mobility and in-car use
Integrated link analysis
Document templates
Electronic photo lineup
Seamless flow into Major Case Management

• Easily attach any electronic file
• Auto-parse attachment content for full text indexing
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Visually appealing
Web-based system for “go anywhere” access
Comprehensive tasking capabilities
Extensive list of linked elements
Source Management
Extensive permissions for granular control
LiveScan Import

